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‘To undertake a structured evaluation of the proposal to grade 
separate local and SH1 traffic at the Basin Reserve and to 
determine a preferred approach to include in the RPI’



1. Problem definition

2. Strategic and local context

3. Design history

4. RPI proposal and rationale

5. Assessment criteria

6. Optimising RPI proposal

7. Next steps



Movements volumes for all modes 

Delays

Safety

Amenity



WCC Urban form outcomes – compact, liveable, resilient, set in 
nature; a high quality urban environment; transformational growth 
areas and central city intensification

Regional Land Transport Plan outcomes - increase public transport, 
walking, cycling; reliable journeys; resilient and optimised network; 
integrated land use and transport planning  

LGWM goal – ‘Move more people, without more vehicles’ 



Key points of Board of Inquiry decision

Basin Reserve masterplan

Pukeahu National War Memorial Park and surrounds

Engineering constraints - Aecom



Cambridge and Kent 
terraces extended 
through Basin Reserve 
at grade

SH1 over Cambridge 
and Kent

Nearly half of Basin 
Reserve occupied by an 
interchange





Composite Scheme: SH1 under  Sussex St and over Dufferin St





Option D Option F Option I

Option H Option J Option K







SH1 at grade

Local roads over SH1 
(Sussex side only)

Pedestrian land bridge 
over local roads

Visuals available at the 
Architectural Centre 
website:

www.architecture.org.nz

http://www.architecture.org.nz/






Consideration of alternatives – inadequate due to lack of transparency and 

failure to adequately assess non-suppositious options, especially those with 

potentially reduced environmental effects

Landscape, townscape and urban design – the proposal would have significant 

effects on residents and users of the northern quadrant; visual amenity – particularly 

views to the north and to the south; the loss of streetscape and open space of the 

Basin Reserve; visual amenity and views from lower Paterson St; and experiential 

appreciation of the Basin Reserve and its area. 

The main cause of the adverse effects is the dominance of the Basin Bridge arising 

from its bulk and scale.



SH1 (westbound) sunken 
and concealed in 
expanded embankment 
north of Basin Reserve

North-south roads cross 
over embankment

Part of Kent Terrace 
ramps down to join 
sunken SH1

Eastbound SH1 remains 
on Vivian Street



Undergrounding south of BasinBridge b/w Sussex and Cambridge



Bridge between 
Sussex St and 
Cambridge Tce

$100 million

Minimise extent of 
elevated structure

Minimise effects on 
Mt Victoria



Assessment against criteria

Liveability Impact on private property, heritage, tangata whenua and nearby communities 

Character and operation of Basin Reserve and Canal Reserve

Amenity 

Potential to catalyse urban development

Efficient and reliable 
access

Performance for all modes 

Access to regional destinations 

Reduced reliance on 
private vehicles

PT priority

Attractiveness of walking and cycling

Safety for walking & 
cycling 

Conflicts between pedestrians and vehicles

Facilitates a connected cycle network

Network resilience Seismic issues; surface flooding

Cost effectiveness Costs vs benefits

Deliverability Construction impacts



Optimising RPI proposal

How can the proposal be improved to better meet the 
programme objectives?



Next steps

For inclusion in RPI and programme business case:

• Testing & costing

• Amendments

• Description

• Artist’s impressions


